Sabbatical Awardees FY 2012

Cicirello, Vincent – BUSN
Automated Search for large-Scale Digital Libraries of Engineering Artifacts

Hendrick, Pamela – ARHU
Adaptation of Historical Texts for the Stage

Jacobson, Kristin – ARHU
Book Project: The American Adrenaline Narrative

Long, Nathan – ARHU
The Sleep of Reason, a Short Story Cycle

Mukherjee, Amit – BUSN
Globalization of Health Care: The Rise and Rise of Medical Tourism

Olan, Michael – BUSN
Data Structures Live Lab – Design and development of interactive computer applications to support teaching Data Structures

Straub, Peter – NAMS
The Ecology of Natural and Artificial Temperature Reefs

Tang, Connie – SOBL
Children and Crime: From Victimization to Perpetration

Vijaya, Ramya M. – SOBL
Sabbatical Application: Investigating gender differences in asset ownership

Research and Professional Development Awardees FY2012

Asthappan, Jibey - SOBL
The Influence of Military Force on Political Stability

Avery, James - SOBL
The Political Sources and Consequences of Income Inequality in the American States

Barney, Robert - SOBL
Understanding Participatory Decision Making Among HIV/AIDS Staff in South Africa
Fahey, Susan - SOBL
*Terrorism in Turbulent Times: Examining the Relationship between Political Instability and Terrorism*

Gibbons, Maya - SOBL
*Influences on Sexual Risk Behavior among African American College Women: The Role of Perceived Monogamy, Trust, and Intimacy*

Gussman, Deborah - ARHU
*There are terrors in the name: “Sedgwick’s and Wharton’s Old Maids”*

Hietbrink, Bruce - NAMS
*Computational modeling in the design of organic catalysts*

Holton, Adelaine - ARHU
*Archiving Performance in Zora Neale Hurston’s Tell My Horse and Mules and Men*

Hood, Carra Leah - GENS
*Marshall McLuhan’s Literary Criticism*

Jarvis, Jessie - NAMS
*Hydroacoustic Mapping of New Jersey Seagrass Beds*

Kathrins, Bess - HLTH
*Comparison of Day Rehabilitation to Skilled Nursing Facility for Outcomes After Total Joint Replacement*

King, Cynthia - ARHU
*Rehabilitation Silence: Listening as a Political Act in Berssenbrugge and Smith’s Concordance (Book Chapter)*

Koh, Adeline - ARHU
*Troublesome Women in Asia: The Politics of Women, Gender and Sexuality in Singapore and Malaysia (co-edited collection of essays)*

Kraft, Ellen - BUSN
*An Exploratory Study of Teenagers Perceptions of the Motives Behind Their Peers’ Decision to Participate or not Participate in Cyberbullying Behaviors Online*

Li, Wei-Xuan - BUSN
*Does board independence improve the credit risk management for banks?*

Manson, Russell - NAMS
*Quantifying the Metabolism of an Ecosystem: How does temperature influence carbon cycling in Icelandic streams?*
McCann, Margaret - ARHU
Atlantic City Giants

McDonald, Michelle - ARHU
Association of Caribbean Historians Translation Project

Miyashiro, Adam - ARHU
Reading Race in Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean

Morfit, Jedediah - ARHU
Full Figured; Large Scale Relief Sculpture

Morus, Christina - ARHU
Sighting Srebrenica: A Critical Consideration of vernacular visual strategies in Serbian public spaces

Moscovici, Daniel - NAMS
Hydropower to Achieve Economic, Environmental, and Social Sustainability in Costa Rica & The International Field Study – a Pedagogical Bridge from Theory to Policy

Musher, Sharon Ann - ARHU
Claiming Citizenship: African Americans and New Deal Photography

Ogden, Kate Nearpass - ARHU
Illustrations for “Yosemite”

Patrick, Doreena - NAMS
Geochemical signatures of the Florida Pleistocene deposits: Establishment of baseline geochemical signatures for modern and ancient coral reef systems

Reynolds, William - SOBL
The Stockton Social Work Performance Task Assessment: Developing a Measure of Student Critical Thinking and Writing

Robins, Dan - ARHU
Spontaneity and Virtue in Chinese Philosophy (The Final Chapters)

Ross, Rain - ARHU
Performance as Research: Investigating the effect of technology in relationships

Scarpino, Shelley - HLTH
The Effect of Dialect on Phonological Assessment in Bilingual Spanish-English Speaking Children

Sharon, Yitzhak - NAMS
Investigations of the Low-Energy Structure of the Even-Even Ruthenium 96-104 Nuclei

Siecienski, A. Edward - ARHU
“Maximus the Confessor, the Filioque, and the Papacy: From Prooftext to Mediator” – a Presentation to be made at the International Patristics Conference at Oxford and then published in Studia Patristica

**Walton, Edward** - HLTH  
*Exploratory Study Evaluating the Antimicrobial and Wound healing Potential of the North American Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon)*

**Wang, Jinchange** - BUSN  
*A Research on Automatic Inference in Knowledge-Based Computer Systems*

**Wu, Chia-Lin** - NAMS  
*Summer professional development workshop for high school mathematics teachers*

**Yankelewitz, Dina** - GENS  
*Designing and Piloting a Strand of “Reasoning-Eliciting Tasks” in Geometry*

**Zucconi, Laura** - ARHU  

---

### Career Development Committee Awardees FY 2012

**Burdick, David** – SOBL  
*Enhanced Scholarship, Expanded Service in Gerontechnology*

**Cerreto, Frank** – GENS  
*Teachers’ Decisions about Using Technology in the Classroom*

**Crowell, Tara** – HLTH  
*Public Health Conference*

**Fan, Weihong** – NAMS  
*Production, pesticide usage, and labor cost of apple farms in Northeastern US and North China – A comparative case study*

**Farina, Christine** – ARHU  
*CDC Funding for Mobility: A Laptop Request*

**Galantino, Mary Lou** – HLTH  
*Research with DPT Students – Motorola Zoom Tablet*
Guenther, Lee Ann – HLTH
HPA “Leadership Certification” Program

Hallock-Waters, Kristen – NAMS
Identification of needle terpenes in Atlantic White Cedar, Charmaecyparis thyoides (L.) B.S.P., from the Southern New Jersey Pinelands

Hozik, Michael – NAMS
Re-starting Paleomagnetic Research

Kinsella, Thomas – ARHU
Updating Publishing Software & Scanning/Printing Capability

Majstorovic, Gorica – ARHU
Translation Workshop at the U.S. Poets in Mexico Fourth Annual Poetry Festival

Nichols, Robert – ARHU
Global Perspectives Initiatives: Asian Studies and World History Association Conference

Nolan, Thomas – HLTH
Scholarship Enhancement Attendance and Presentation at American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Combined Sections Meeting (CSM) in Chicago, February 8-12, 2012

Palugod, Nora – BUSN
Global Trends in Outsourcing and Offshoring

Ueno-Olsen, Hannah – ARHU
Developing college-level, advanced 3D CGI curriculum through Autodesk Maya Certified Instructor (ACI) Program

Williamson Nelson, Linda – SOBL
An Examination of the Archival Collection of Life Narratives in the Library of the University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica. Primary source research for a monograph on Life Narratives of Jamaican Women

Wolfson Latourette, Audrey – BUSN
Travel Funds for Purposes of Invited University Presentation and Conference Paper Presentation